Waiting for a pullback…..
As you can imagine we talk to a lot of different people regarding the markets.
We talk to traders, investors, fund managers, retirees, and beginners just learning the market. The
one common thread is everyone seems to have their opinion.
One theme that seems to be developing is the “I’m waiting for a pullback.”
The “pullback” theme is one were the person is typically questioning the current highs of the
market and their thoughts that it may drop in price so they can possibly pick up shares at cheaper
prices.
Sounds like a potentially good scenario right?
In our observation we just underwent a very sharp drop in the markets last March. So what kind of
pullback are people waiting for?
Yes, many different markets are returning to their peak highs but what we have seen in the past is
that markets can possibly continue in these potential trends for a long time.
Think of the markets post-Great Recession….
What has worked for us in the past is to invest along the trends and not to fight the trends.
Whichever direction the trend is we simply go along for the ride. Do we debate these trends?
Absolutely!
However, our experience in adopting a methodology and discipline of following these trends allows
us to operate in many different market conditions even markets that don’t seem to want to
“pullback.”
In our view, waiting too long for a pullback could possibly mean missing out on potential gains.

Join On Pointe info@alphapointecap.com with your email and name to get
you started with readable market and retirement information!
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